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Abstract. Aircraft avionics system becoming more and more complicated, it is too hard to test and verify real
avionics systems. A design and realization method of avionics integration simulation system based on RTX was
brought forward to resolve the problem. In this simulation system, computer software and hardware resources were
utilized entirely. All kinds of aircraft avionics system HIL (hardware-in-loop) simulations can be implemented in this
platform. The simulation method provided the technical foundation of testing and verifying real avionics system. The
research has recorded valuable data using the newly-developed method. The experiment results prove that the
avionics integration simulation system was used well in some helicopter avionics HIL simulation experiment. The
simulation experiment results provided the necessary judgment foundation for the helicopter real avionics system
verification.

1 Introduction
With the development of science and technology,
especially the increasing of computer performance,
avionics systems play a more and more important role in
the aircraft. Avionics systems have a crucial effect on the
aircraft characteristics [1]. At present, with the
improvement of aircraft characteristics, avionics systems
become more and more complicated. It is too hard to
perform the hardware-in-loop simulation experiment of
avionics systems [2]. In this paper, a design and
realization method of AISS (avionics integration
simulation system) based on RTX is introduced to resolve
the problem. Using this method, AISS design becomes
very easy and AISS has a quite simple software and
hardware structure.
RTX (Real-time Extension for Control of Windows)
is developed by Ardence Inc. in USA. It is the only
software solution designed as a high-performance
extension to control Microsoft Windows. RTX is proven
in thousands of demanding applications to provide
enhanced performance, control, and scalability combined
with unmatched dependability for industrial automation,
military/aerospace, test and measurement equipment,
robotics, and many other industries, all while reducing
system costs and speeding time to market.
RTX is specifically designed as a real-time extension
to the Windows operating system and is not an RTOS
ported to Windows [3]. RTX provides precise control of
IRQs, I/O, and memory to ensure that specified tasks
execute with proper priority and 100% reliability. By
operating in Ring 0 [4,5], RTX ensures the highest

performance and requires minimal configuration,
supporting sustained interrupt rates of 30 KHz with an
average IST latency of less than one microsecond. What
is more, the RTX Subsystem provides a highperformance TCP/UDP/IP networking for RTX
applications. The RT-TCP/IP Stack supports Internet
Protocol version 4 (IPv4) and next generation Internet
Protocol version 6 (IPv6)[6].

2 Design of avionics simulation system
AISS is the crucial experiment system in the avionics
system HIL simulation experiment [7]. The system can
test and verify real avionics systems in the static
environment of laboratory. The developers of avionics
systems can modify the real avionics system by using the
result of the AISS HIL simulation experiment. The
typical AISS is divided into five parts: AIS (Avionics
Integration Simulator), Pilot Control Stick, Power System,
Ethernet
Communication
System
and
Signal
Transformation Device. Figure 1 shows the whole
avionics integration simulation system HIL experiment
system structure.
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Figure 1. AISS HIL experiment system structure

AIS is the kernel of the AISS HIL experiment system.
It can simulate all kinds of avionics tasks such as display
of avionics system, data and message process, pilot
manipulation, communication and so on [8,9].
Pilot Control Stick is connected with AIS by USB.
Experiment operators can inject control commands into
AIS by manipulating pilot control stick. AIS processes
control commands, and then AIS sends messages to other
experiment equipment by the signal transformation
device and data cables (1553B, ARINC 429) [10].
Ultimately, it is implemented to simulate pilot
manipulation by the pilot control stick.
Power System is used to offer all kinds of power
sources such as 36V AC, 220V AC, 28V DC, 15V DC
for the AISS HIL simulation experiment.
Ethernet Communication is used to swap data and
messages between AISS and experiment equipment such
as turn table, flight control simulator.
Signal Transformation Device is used to convert
signals between AISS and real aircraft equipments.
2.1 AISS system software architecture
Hierarchical design is adopted in AISS system software
programming. According to AISS different functions,
AISS system software is divided into five parts: Interface
Application, Real-time and Non-real-time Interactivity,
RTX Application Dispatch, RTX Hardware Driver, Real
Hardware.
Avionics Integration Simulation
System Software Level

Interface Application Level is the level of human
computer interaction control and messages display of
AISS.
Real-time and Non-real-time Interactivity Level
accomplishes the exchange of data and messages between
the windows non-real-time application program and the
RTX real-time application program [11,12]. According to
different data and message characteristics, real-time and
non-real-time interactivity level can be divided into two
parts: simulation experiment data swap area, command
and status report swap area.
RTX Application Dispatch Level masters the different
real-time data acquirement, communication and process
program running in order to meet simulation experiment
needs.
RTX Hardware Driver Level manages and controls
data acquirement and data communication hardware
cards, including A/D, D/A, DI, DO, 1553B, ARINC 429,
Ethernet and so on.

3 Realization of avionics integration
simulation system
3.1 Realization of AISS open-loop characteristics

AISS open-loop characteristics mainly tests and verifies
whether real aircraft equipments connected with AISS
works well and their performance parameters meet the
standard. In the AISS open-loop simulation experiment,
functions of AISS include avionics signals simulation,
fault injection, data storage, data analysis. In order to test
and verify whether real aircraft equipments reach the
standard, experiment operators can use AISS to inject
faults into real aircraft equipments manually by building
faults model in the AISS open-loop simulation
experiment. Real-time and non-real-time mergence
technique, virtual instruments technique and module
technique are adopted in the development of AISS openloop simulation software program. AISS is possessed of
the realistic display, real-time response and stable and
reliable data transmission by using these techniques.
3.2 Realization of AISS close-loop characteristics
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Figure 2. AISS system software levels

AISS close-loop characteristics mainly tests and verifies
whether avionics system design reaches the standard and
has any design bugs and whether avionics system is
reliable in the whole flight course. In the AISS close-loop
simulation experiment, functions of AISS include
avionics signals simulation, avionics messages display
and monitoring on line, pilot manipulation simulation,
sensors characteristics simulation, data storage, data
analysis, flight character evaluation. Real-time and nonreal-time mergence technique, virtual instruments
technique, module technique and real-time Ethernet
technique are used in the development of AISS closeloop simulation software program[13,14]. AISS is
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possessed of the realistic display, real-time response and
real-time stable and reliable data transmission of network
by using these techniques. Adopting RTX in windows
operating system without any hardware timer, data
transmission period of the avionics system can reach 1ms,
the delay of AISS close-loop simulation can reach 5ms
and the whole AISS close-loop simulation experiment
period can reach 20ms in windows OS (operating
system)[15,16].
3.3 Realization of AISS area navigation characteristics
Area navigation is one of the most important assessment
standards in the avionics system verification. Area
navigation is a flight capability that avionics system
controls the aircraft to fly in the assigned area according
to the track planned beforehand. Area navigation standard
is that the errors between real track and planned track
should be in a circle with R radius. R value is different in
the light of different aircrafts. The flow diagram of AISS
area navigation is shown as follows.

Navigation display on line shows the real track
obtained from data shared memory (real-time data) and
the track planned beforehand. Comparing the real track
and the track planned beforehand, experiment operators
evaluate the navigation ability of the real avionics system.

4 AISS simulation experiment results
According to the method referred, AISS is used in the
some helicopter avionics integration system hardware-inloop simulation experiment. Some results of experiment
are shown as follows.
4.1 AISS open-loop characteristics
The main items include SZZ output, A/D input errors,
D/A output errors in this mode.
Table 1. AISS Open-loop HIL Experiment Result
Experiment Type
SZZ AC 36V signal

Planned Track
Beforehand and
Display

Navigation
Display on Line

SZZ AC 1V signal

0.9 (V)

1.1 (V)

0.98 (V)

A/D input errors

-0.003

0.001

-0.0011

D/A output errors

-0.001

0.005

0.0023

SZZ is a kind of the sensor which can simulate the
real aircraft sensor output [19]. In the table, the errors of
A/D input and the errors of D/A output are asymmetrical
errors.

Data Shared Memory
Windows Non
Real Time
Data

AISS Open-loop Experiment Result
DownReal
Up-limit
limit
Value
35.5 (V)
36.5 (V)
36.24 (V)

Windows Real
Time Kernal
Data˄RTX)

4.2 AISS close-loop characteristics
AISS close-loop characteristics experiment result is
shown as figure 4.

Track Solution and Control
˄RTX Real Time Environment˅
Figure 3. AISS area navigation flow diagram

In figure 3, AISS area navigation is composed of
track planned beforehand and display, track solution and
control, navigation display on line.
Track planned beforehand and display refer that route
markings is installed and flight route is shown.
Track solution and control indicate that route
markings planned beforehand are obtained from data
shared memory (non-real-time data), then compute the
control value on line according to (1), at last avionics
system controls the aircraft to fly by the value of control.
×   × ×  
Φ (m): yaw distance, ν (m/s): groundspeed, δ (radian):
flight path angle, σ (radian): value of control.
Track solution must be the real-time computation, so
the value of control should be computed in the RTX realtime environment [17,18]. At the same time, real track
data should be written into data shared memory (real-time
data).

Figure 4. AISS close-loop characteristics experiment result

In figure 4, AISS can display all kinds of flight
parameters on line in this mode. Meanwhile, experiment
operators can simulate flight by manipulating pilot
control stick. The flight parameter enclosed in figure 4
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exceeds errors limit. AISS can alarm the flight parameter
exceeding errors limit.
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